SOLID - DURABLE


Cabinets that last generations



Colours that never fade



Resistant to even the most
extreme temperature changes



Withstands the effects of
moisture and dampness



Under every sink there should
be an aluminum cabinet.

EASY CARE - HYGIENIC


Simple to maintain



Aluminum surfaces just
wipe clean



Aluminum cabinets are
impermeable to fluids,
are easy to clean and
are hygienic. Microorganisms do not thrive
on aluminum.



Our super hygienic cabinets should be in every
medical, dental and veterinary clinic, hospital
and laboratory.

FLEXIBILITY-COMFORT-COLOUR


These are 3 basic elements that
allow us to design and provide a personalized and complete solution for
your cabinet requirements, for any
location inside and outside the home

PROVIDE INNOVATION


To complement our designs we offer
a huge range of European designed
hardware for even the most imaginative and demanding kitchens and
bathrooms

FULFILL A REAL NEED


We provide cabinets that allow you
to access all the storage areas quickly and easily

SHOW OFF


Our cabinets are available in hundreds of designer colours and styles
from brilliant gloss to matte to simulated wood finish in a broad variety
of grains and colours for traditional
appearances

IMDesign is a designer and
manufacturer of custom kitchens and
cabinetry, outdoor furniture, and
indoor furniture. We’re different in that
we build everything with aluminum.
Built to last forever, our aluminum
kitchens are solid, durable, versatile,
non-toxic and sustainable. But we
haven’t sacrificed aesthetics for
durability - our cabinetry is also
modern, stylish and stunning, with a
versatile design that incorporates
different materials to compliment the
aluminum, and a multitude of colour
options helping you create a truly
custom space.
We’re changing the way you think
about kitchens…That’s Innovative
Modern Design

SOLID COLOUR FINISHES
AVAILABLE IN VITAL-ETERNAL

Antique bronze

claretred

Atlantic grey

Classic bronze

black

Bone white

Dark green

Dark ivy

Light grey

Interstate green

ivory

Java brown

Mid night blue

Military blue

Milk white

Smoke grey

Summer yellow

Sepia brown

Night hawk grey

Brick red

Charcoal grey

Deep blue

Dove grey

Hardfort green

Light green

Médium blue

Médium bronze

Red wood

Sand stone

Sea Wolf grey

boysenberry

METALLIC FINISHES

HIGH GLOSS ACRYLIC FINISHES

AVAILABLE IN VITAL-ETERNAL

AVAILABLE IN VITAL

bronze2

Hartford-mist2

Platinum-ice2

saturn

Azurite-copper

platina2

venus2

Seafoam-mist

Pale ivory

Alpine white

latte

Opal white

white

Light grey

Stone grey

cappuccino

brown

black

Oxide red

Signal red

bordeaux

aubergine

turquoise

kiwi

mint

orange

Burgandy-mist

Moon-stone

Anodic-ice

Saphire-ice

SOLID COLOUR FINISHES

ANODIZED COLOUR FINISHES

AVAILABLE IN FESTIVAL

AVAILABLE FOR ALL SERIES

WOOD GRAIN FINISHES
AVAILABLE IN TRADITIONAL

Dark knotty pine

Dark national
walnut

Light ash

Light cherry

Light fir

Dark acacia

light national
walnut

Dark fir

Dark cherry

Dark ash

Why choose IMDesign aluminum cabinets for your home or office?
Aluminum is: a unique metal and the metal of choice for leading designers, architects
and engineers, all of whom are looking for a material which combines functionality and
cost-effectiveness with forward looking form and design potential.
Aluminum is: strong, durable, flexible, impermeable, lightweight and corrosion-resistant.
Aluminum is:
 Non-toxic (no formaldehydes or glues, no off-gassing and no VOCs)
 Fireproof, waterproof, weatherproof
 Recyclable: Aluminum has a high scrap value as a recyclable metal. Its reusable cycle is
indefinite and aluminum retains all its superior qualities. These advantages are of particular
importance in meeting environmental and economic criteria. Nearly 75% of all aluminum ever
produced is still used today. IMDesign’s aluminum profiles are extruded from 25% recycled
aluminum
Aluminum is ideal for:





Outdoor kitchens and furniture
Medical clinics
Dentists offices
Residential or commercial use

Elegant. Modern. Smart. Durable.

Good for you. Good for the environment.

WHAT MORE CAN YOU ASK FOR?
Elegant. Modern. Smart. Durable.

www.imdcabinets.com
www.bc-kitchens.com

